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Kulcss - 
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The use of electronic voting systems during elections is an issue that more and more frequently arises nowadays. Electronic voting might play a role primarily in increasing  participation rate as it seems to be more convenient compared to traditional voting methods. Its another possible advantage is automated vote counting, thus ensuring faster and more accurate election results. Electronic voting intent is affected by social influence and trust in computer systems in Austria and Hungary. In Hungary, trust in public administration is also in connection with the possible use of e-voting systems. A stronger e-voting intent could be squarely demonstrated among Generation Y in Austria when compared to their peers in Generation X. By contrast, such a relationship was not significant in Hungary. 
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 Ausztria  
 -31. 463, 2014. okt. 15-nov. 15. 
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-  
4.2.1.  - - i 
tau-b 0,192 (Sig.=0,003) illetve 0,220 (Sig.=0,000) ami azt jelenti, 
- 
4.2.2.   
kapcsolatban van az e-  
 -kapcsolata 
Ausztria (n=147)   
 Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig.   Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig. 113,636 ,000 0,334 ,000  240,576 ,000 0,397 ,000  
 
A Kendall tau-b egy visz --  
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4.2.3.  --  
 -  
Ausztria (n=148)   
 Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig.   Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig. 62,293 ,096 0,148 ,037  145,364 ,000 0,179 ,000 
 
Magyaro -szignifikancia- - -  




 -  
Ausztria (n=149)   
 Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig.   Sig. Kendall tau-b Sig. 53,726 ,000 -0,293 ,000  35,423 ,025 0,010 ,816 
 
--b -0,293 (Sig.=0,000) -szav- - --b szignifikancia szintje ennek ellent mond (Sig.=0,816). 
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